In Time Warp discrete event simulations the performance depends on the scheduling of the logical processes. Proper scheduling can drastically reduce the overheads associated with the optimistic execution approach. In some simulations the logical processes can predict the time stamps of outgoing messages resulting from the execution of future events. In this paper a scheduling method exploiting this information is presented. Experimental results show that the proposed method reduces the rollback and memory overheads and improves the performance of the simulation.
. INTRODUCTION
In Time Warp (Jefferson 1985) parallel discrete event simulations the scheduling of logical processes is based on incomplete information, i.e. events may be processed in violation of causality constraints. If causality constraints are violated the affected logical processes (LPs) have to be rolled back in simulated time to restore an earlier state. Inadequate scheduling policies may generate a substantial overhead degrading the performance. The scheduling method should minimize the overhead by favouring the execution of safe evenrs (i.e. events that will not be rolled back). An important aspect of a simulation that affects the scheduling is the lookahead (Fujimoto 1990, Lin and Lazowska 1990) . Lookahead is the ability of an LP to predict its future behaviour. For the sake of brevity it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic Time Warp terminology defined in (Jefferson 1985) .
The selection of events to execute is based on the view of what is the cause of rollbacks. A rollback at an LP can be viewed from two different perspectives:
(i) the LP executed the rolled back events too early (ii) the input event causing the rollback of the LP was not delivered on time
In the first view the responsibility for the rollback lies entirely with the LP that have to rollback, whereas in the second view it is shifted towards the LPs that should have produced input events for the LP experiencing the rollback. We argue that the second view is more natural than the first view. In fact optimistic synchronization is based on the assumption that input event messages in general are delivered on time. That is, if the simulation method does not exploit more than the available (optimistic) parallelism in the model there would be no rollbacks provided that the input events were delivered on time.
An LP can not in general predict what events it is going to receive. However it may be able to give predictions on future events that it will generate. Thus, a scheduling policy based on the second view could exploit more knowledge than methods based on the first view. Consequently the first view results in more conservative scheduling policies. The first view is the most common view in optimistic discrete event simulation, whereas the second view corresponds to a common view in real world problems such as real time systems (Liu et al. 1991) .
In this paper we derive a scheduling policy based on the second view of the cause of rollbacks. This method is based on presampling of the random numbers used to generate the service times of future events. In this context we also present a method that allows earlier fossil collection than methods based on GVT.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. The methods for scheduling and fossil collection are derived in Section 3. Section 4 presents experimental results from these methods. Finally the contributions of this paper is summarized in Section 5.
. RELATED WORK
Several policies for scheduling LPs have been proposed, for an overview see (Preiss, MacIntyre and Loucks 1992) . They differ in the knowledge exploited for the scheduling decisions. Existing methods can be classified into three categories: (i) methods using no in-formation on the LPs such as Round-Robin;(ii) exploiting knowledge of the execution history of the LP, i.e. using the Local Virtual Time (LVT) as priority; (iii) basing decisions on the immediate future by using the time stamp of the next event to be processed as priority, MMT (Minimum Message Timestamp).
Definition 1: A scheduling policy is adequate if it produces a rollback free schedule for any simulation executed on a single processor.
It is evident that among the above mentioned methods only MMT is adequate. Experimental results indicate that MMT scheduling in general is superior to the other methods (Preiss, MacIntyre and Loucks 1992) .
However, there is, in general, more than one rollback free schedule for a simulation. A multitude of conservative methods for parallel discrete event simulation do, by definition, obtain rollback free simulations (Ayani and Rajaei 1992 , Fujimoto 1990 , Misra 1986 , Nicol 1988 ). These methods depend on the possibility of identifying safe events that can be executed concurrently. This is based on the ability to predict the future of an LP, i.e. the lookahead (Fujimoto 1990, Lin and Lazowska 1990) . A special case of conservative methods is window based schemes, such as Conservative Time Windows (CTW) (Ayani and Rajaei 1992) . In CTW simulation time windows are calculated. The windows are bounded by time horizons determined for each LP. Events with timestamps smaller than the local horizon, i.e. within the window, are safe to execute. Another example of how to determine safe events is given in (Nicol 1988) . In this method LPs presample the random number generators used to generate the service times. Thus lower bounds on the timestamps of outgoing event-messages can be determined before reception of the causing events. This knowledge is distributed to those LPs to which future events may be sent enabling these LPs to locally identify safe events.
Scheduling problems similar to those encountered in optimistic simulations often occur in real world problems. However, other criteria for the scheduling decisions are often used. In particular scheduling of tasks are often based on when the results of the execution of the task are needed rather than the arrival time of the task. The rationale for this service oriented scheduling is to give the receiver a better basis for its scheduling. One particular class of applications that have many similarities with optimistic discrete event simulation is real time systems. In real time systems failure to meet the deadline of a task causes a penalty to be paid (cp. rollbacks). Empirical evidence indicates that scheduling based on the deadlines of tasks (Earliest Deadline First scheduling) minimizes the penalties (Liu et al. 1991) .
Thus there is a wide variety for scheduling policies.
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SCHEDULING
In this section we derive a scheduling policy based on the view that rollbacks are caused by late delivery of input events at the LPs experiencing rollbacks. This can be achieved given that the simulation model fulfils some conditions. In these discussions we assume a basic Time Warp mechanism such as the one defined in (Jefferson 1985) . Figure 1 shows a snapshot of a simulation with 4
. 1 . Earliest Rollback Time
LPs. Informally we define the earliest rollback time (ERT) as the earliest global (simulated) time that any LP may be rolled back to. ERT at the time of the snapshot in this example is determined by the receive time of the event sent to LP4 from LP2 as a result of the execution of event e2.
In order to formally define ERT we define EOMT(LPi), the Earliest Output Message Time of LPi as:
Definition 2: EOMT(LPi) = if the input queue of LPi is not empty if there would be any output messages as a result of the execution of any of the input messages then minimum receive time of any output message resulting from execution of any message in the input queue else 00 /*no output messages*/ then else 00
The Service Oriented Scheduling Time (SOST) of an LP is defined as:
Where RT(LPi) is the rollback time of the LP. ERT at a specific (wall clock) time of a simulation is defined as:
receive time of all messages in transition)
Theorem 1:
Events with timestamps less than ERT are safe to execute (i.e. can never be rolled back).
This follows directly from the definition of ERT. Thus ERT defines a horizon for safe event executions. However it does not capture all safe events. As an example we can see that event e3 in Figure 1 is a safe event though it has a time stamp greater than ERT at the time of the snap shot.
When a safe event is executed there is no need to maintain a copy of the event nor of the anti-messages. The resulting state of the execution of a safe event need only to be saved immediately before the execution of an unsafe event (all under the assumption that there are no ERT-straddling mechanisms in the Time Warp system).
Resulting event message 
. 2 A Service Oriented Scheduling method
Theorem 1 states that events with timestamps less than ERT are safe. Thus scheduling would be facilitated if ERT advances as rapidly as possible, increasing the number of safe events eligible for scheduling. This can be achieved by using the SOST as priority for the scheduling. This is possible for simulation models where service times can be calculated in advance without being dependent on information carried by the future input events. Examples of such simulations can be found in FCFS closed stochastic queueing networks (Nicol 1988 ).
Theorem 2:
Any Time Warp simulation scheduled by SOST will terminate if the corresponding sequential simulation is finite.
back. Thus the number of committed events will increase. Eventually the number of committed events in the Time Warp simulation will be equal to the number of events in the sequential simulation.
SOS scheduling is adequate. Theorem 3:
Proof:
It follows from the definition of SOST that when the simulation is executed on one processor, an event scheduled for execution has a smaller time stamp than any other future event not yet generated.
We will refer to scheduling where LPs are scheduled by SOST as Service Oriented Scheduling (SOS). As an example of an execution of a simulation using SOS we consider the simulation in Figure 1 . Assume that LP1 and LP2 reside on one processing element, PEI, and that LP3 and LP4 reside on another processing element, PE2. Unit execution time is assumed for an event execution and the rollback of an event. The execution histories for MMT and SOS scheduling are given in Table 1. SOS scheduling reduces the execution with 4 cycles, i.e. two rollbacks. This example illustrates the rational for SOS. It provides information, i.e. input event messages, to the receiver as early as possible to reduce the probability (and the length) of rollbacks at the receiver. However, SOS schedules LPs more aggressively than MMT (i.e. LPs that are further into the future could be scheduled earlier). This could cause rollbacks that would not have occured using MMT, which may reduce the benefits of SOS as compared to MMT scheduling. Table 1 . Execution History of the Simulation Depicted in Figure 1 for MMT and SOS Scheduling respectively.
The corresponding sequential sim-3 * 3 Fossil at ulation comprises a finite number of events, Scheduling by SOST will eventually schedule the LP containing the ERT regulating event, This event is a safe event and can never be rolled SOS scheduling may delay the GVT advancement, since it will delay the execution of LPs generating output events far into the future. Delayed GVT advancement would hinder fossil collection. This is undesirable as it would increase the memory consumption, identified as a potential bottle-neck of Time Warp by many researchers (Bauer and Sporrer 1993 , Lin 1990 , Lin et al. 1993 , Preiss, MacIntyre and Loucks 1992 . Fossil collection is however not dependent on GVT. Events and states can be fossil collected as soon as they are no longer needed for state restoration purposes in rollbacks. ERT determines a lower bound on the smallest possible rollback time. Thus fossil collection can be performed up to ERT leaving one state with timestamp less than ERT at each LP (This assumes that there are no GVT/ERT straddling memory management mechanisms etc.). We refer to this as Earliest Rollback Time Fossil Collection (ERTFC). To further improve memory management the scheduler may perform a clean-up pass after each ERT calculation, forcing LPs with safe events to be executed first. This will enforce the advancement of GVT. The clean-up pass could preferably be performed in conjunction with fossil collection.
As ERT advances more rapidly than GVT in simulated time ERTFC makes earlier fossil collection possible and thus reduces the memory overhead. The event and state saving overhead can further be reduced by the exploitation of safe events, as observed in Section 3. I. A consequence of this is the following lemma:
There exists a simulation for which Time Warp using ERTFC and knowledge of safe events can execute using less memory than the corresponding sequential simulation.
A corresponding lemma is presented in (Lin and Preiss 199 1) for Chandy-Misra simulations (Misra 1986 ). We use the example from (Lin and Preiss 1991) , Figure 2 , to prove the lemma for Time Warp.
Consider the simulation depicted in Figure 2 . In a sequential simulation the maximum memory consumption is 3 states and 4 events. In Time Warp using ERTFC, ERT is 3 initially. Hence the state of LP1 is not checkpointed after the execution of event e l which generates e3 and e4. Event e l can be immediately discarded. ERT is advanced to 5. In the next step events e2, e3 and e4 are executed in parallel generating events e5 and e6. Again there is no need to copy the states and the executed events can be immediately discarded. ERT is advanced to W. Finally events e5 and e6 are executed. Thus the Time Warp system executes using a maximum memory of 3 states and 3 events. 
. 4 Relaxations on SOS scheduling
In many systems complete advance knowledge of the service times does not exist. However the service time often consists of two components: one constant and one random (both assumed to be non-negative). Digital logic circuits is one important example of such simulations. For such simulations the SOST (Definition 2) can be approximated using the known constant component. The approximated ERT will be less or equal to the true ERT. Hence ERTFC will still be correct. Using the approximated SOST as priority in the scheduling together with clean-up passes (Section 3.3) leads to a scheduling policy that guarantees GVT advancement.
EOMT, Definition 2, is defined as the minimum receive time of any output message generated from any input message present in the input queue of the LP. This indicates that presampling has to be performed for every input message present in the input queue. In practice however, it is often possible to use conditional knowledge to reduce the presampling. If for example consecutive output events have strictly increasing receive time stamps, EOMT (SOST) is determined by the service time of the first event in the input queue.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the experiments performed to evaluate the impact of SOS scheduling of LPs and ERTFC on a Time Warp implementation using two different (global) scheduling policies. The experiments were conducted on a shared memory bus based multi-processor Sequent Symmetry' S8 1 equipped with 26 Intel 386i 16MHz processors. In these experiments knowledge of safe events has not been exploited to reduce event and state saving (Section 3.2) as we were mainly interested in the effects of the scheduling.
The Time Warp implementation uses aggressive direct cancellation (Fujimoto 1989) . Inexpensive GVTERT calculations are performed once every second followed by fossil collection. The two scheduling strategies implemented are static and dynamic scheduling (Ahmed, Ronngren and Ayani 1994) . In static scheduling the LPs are statically assigned to processors and each processor maintains its own scheduling queue. In dynamic scheduling two centralized scheduling queues are used for LPs that are to rollback and for LPs ready for execution, respectively. Priority is given to rollbacks. The centralized scheduling queues are implemented by parallel access skew heaps (Jones 1989, Sleator and Tarjan 1985) . The dynamic scheduling drastically reduces the number of rollbacks (Ahmed, Ronngren and Ayani 1994) . This more than compensates for the overhead introduced by the centralized data structures in dynamic scheduling. The default LP scheduling policy is MMT (Preiss, MacIntyre and Loucks 1992) .
Two different closed stochastic queueing models were selected for the experiments. The first model is a simple PHOLD model (Fujimoto 1989) . It is a fully connected net with 64 nodes where a constant message population circulates among the LPs. The timestamp increments are taken from an exponential distribution with mean 1 and messages are equally likely to be forwarded to any other process.
The second model, Hot Spot, is a modification of the first. It has 8 hot spots to which 50% of all messages are routed. The hot spots move randomly among the nodes. The Hot Spot experiment is designed as a simple model of a mobile phone system with 64 base stations and 8 mobile phones.
The average number of messages per node (message density) was 10 in all experiments. In both models exact calculations of the SOST are performed.
The measured entities are: event rate, the number of committed events per second; efficiency, the number of committed events to the number of processed events (events re-executed in coast forwards excluded); and the memory consumption in pages (the page size is 4k). Figures 3 and 4 show the efficiency and the event rate for the PHOLD experiment. In these experiments there are no significant difference (the curves are indistinguishable) between MMT and SOS scheduling. Figure  5 however, shows that the memory consumption could be improved by the more aggressive ERTFC fossil collection. However the increased efficiency (i.e. decreased rollback frequency) opens possibilities for further improvements of memory management (i.e. state saving overhead) as the optimal checkpoint interval is proportional to (l/r)''2, where r is the rollback frequency (Lin 1990 , Lin et al. 1993 . We also note that SOS scheduling scales better than MMT scheduling.
Efficiency
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a method for scheduling LPs in Time Warp simulations. The method exploits presampling of service times. Based on this information LPs are scheduled to increase the probability that the results of their execution are produced on time for the receiving LPs. Experimental results indicate that the proposed scheduling method improves performance of the Time Warp system for some applications. In particular it can reduce the number of rollbacks and increase the execution speed for simulations with a low degree of available parallelism. The reduction of rollbacks could be exploited to reduce the state saving overhead by allowing larger checkpoint intervals. A method that allows more aggressive fossil collection than methods based on GVT calculations was also proposed. The more aggressive fossil collection reduces the memory overhead and can be used independently of the scheduling scheme. The proposed methods are only applicable when the service times of the logical processes can be presampled or approximated in advance. However many important classes of simulations, such as digital logic simulation and some closed stochastic queueing networks, have this property. 
